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The perfect gift for woodworkers: with more than 1,800 drawings, diagrams and photos, this authoritative
guide encompasses the whole art and craft of woodworking. It offers a discussion of all the principal
hardwoods and softwoods, choosing and use hand tools, detailed info on every woodworking
technique--jointing, bonding, fastening, laminating, plus much more. Designed to instruct and inspire every
woodworker from the newbie to the most exacting professional, it has become a classic.
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Great book This covers everything from wood types (and the related science behind understanding them)
to tool types and uses. It certainly can't cover everything related to the subject of hardwood working, but
ought to be very interesting to anyone who would like to learn more about the subject or who is going to
start some projects of their personal. It tells you all about different types of wood, explains hand and
power tools, describes techniques, and has some basic plans. Maybe the few days travel in wet climate
accounted for this. Effectively written book with great photos and illustration This was a gift for
somebody who enjoys wood working. He had been proficient at woodworking but understood he could learn
more therefore he asked for a book on the topic for Xmas. Easy to understand! The recipient adores it
and seems it is a great resource and reference. Loads Of Information Bought this as something special for
my husband. informative myself. Done well! It is an abundance of collected knowledge that I can use as a
useful reference tool in my shop for years to come. The format is concise The knowledge given is great. It
is comprehensive, covering all the tools and their usage, plus a wide range of methods. I'm impressed by the
amount of detail the authors get into about even the most basic topics. Since timber is a natural material,
with great variation between species and actually between trees, that is of vital importance to a
woodworker. The descriptions are accompanied by apparent illustrations that really aid in understanding.
When it arrived the pages appeared to be yellowing and somewhat filled with ambient moisture and I was

worried for the glued binding. Really well written reserve with great photos and illustration. I have found it
fascinating & I am currently scanning this reference manual for the 3rd time through. So happy he wants
it! Power tools and machinery of this day time are also given adequate exposure: band-saws, scroll--saws,
table-saws, planers, drill-press, lathes, radial-arm saws, mortising attachments, sanders This is an excellent
book. This book gives an encyclopedic coverage woodworking. A good buy. making the name of the book very
suitable. The format is certainly concise, abundant, and all-inclusive; I recommend this book to anyone from
a beginner to a specialist. Great picture quality, a whole lot of info, and well crafted. After a couple of days
in the dried out everything was Okay. This book copyrighted 1989 include all the skills necessary for. a hand-
tool woodworker, which is strictly what I need. Woodwork, becoming the oldest profession, there exists a
concern that skill-models may by cast aside and forgotten by the introduction of machinery. LOVE this
publication for learning woodworking. The knowledge given is great. The best. This is by far the very best
woodworking book I've ever read. My woodworking instructor recommends it to all of his students. It also
goes into great depth on what wood is normally, and where it originates from. The tutorials are clear and
easy to check out, the materials is interesting. Be sure to go through it in totality. Beginner Very basic and
helpful for thenbeginner Very informative One of the first books anyone engaging in woodworking should
buy! It serves both features very well. Top grade manual. Most likely the most comprehensive book in
woodworking generally .This and the "Essential Woodworking Handtools" by Paul Retailers are probably the
only 2 books you will require unless you want an in-depth book in regards to a particular aspect of
woodworking .This manual is clear and incredibly detailed with plenty of great photos and drawings . Which is
why is this book still timely and important . I can't put this reserve down!I think about this a general
knowledge book, which is exactly what I wanted. Must buy Perfect Perfect I'm a total novice
woodworker, and this book not merely gives me the fundamentals, but I believe it'll continue being a
resource as I learn and grow. Everything I needed to start Very detailed, relevant and informative book.
Great buy. The index is useful if you just want to utilize it as a reference reserve. i will go back to this
one a lot came in promptly and was what we expected Eukhfrtdrgdtyf I don’t have a review. It had been
a gift N/A A good way to obtain info Great reference materials... He loves this publication and frequently

tells me of new guidelines he has find out or of improved info on abilities he has used. I appear to discover
more every time I read it. An encyclopedia of woodworking!It's the kind of publication one could sit back
and read cover-to-cover, or simply leave on the shelf and reference for particular questions. It has Soooo
very much info on everything wood! A great deal of photos and illustrations.
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